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1. Introductory Remarks: Concepts of Time and Idea of Progress 
In my report for the 17th International Congress of Historical Sciences1)， 1 
tried to classify the concepts of time in historical writings into eight types: 1. os-
cillating time， 2.cyclic time， 3.Newtonian linear time， 4.Christian linear time， 
5. linear time going upwards， 6.linear time going downwards， 7.time as a 
series of points， and 8. spiral time. 
In discussing the concepts of time in relation to the historical conscious-
ness， it is important to divide the concepts of time into two categories， namely， 
time as a case to put historical processes in， and time as content， inother 
words， time which is inherent in the historical proc岱s.Time as a case cor-
responds， it seems to me， towhat J. T. Fraser， founder of the International 
Society for the Study of Time， cals “eotemporality"， the root metaphor of 
which is， according to John A. Michon's article dealing with Fraser's“Levels 
of Temporality"， mechanism， and the representative system of which is， also 
according to him， clock.2) Speaking of the eotemporal wor1d， Fraser refers to 
the wor1d of classical physicises t， where the direction of time has no meaning.3) 
This t corresponds in the wor1d of history to chronology， which can be meas-
町 edby clock and calender. The level of temporality of the time as the content 
of historical process is， without doubt， what Fraser cals nootemporality， the 
root metapher of which is， again according to Michon， organicism.4) Itis im同
portimt not to confuse these two concepts of time， when we discuss the con-
cepts of time in relation to historical consciousness， namely， time in history. 
Time as a case， ora container， has in itself nothing to do with progress. It is 
formal and value-neutral， valuation being inseparable from the time in hitory. 
The second problem is how to construct a theory of “collective" nootem-
porality. The level of nootemporality has directly to do with personal history. 
When we discuss the above-mentioned type 5 of the concepts of time， that is， 
the idea of progress， we have to assume that it is a matter either of a social 
class， a nation， orhuman kind as a whole. A person can show progress in his 
life history. What matters， however， when we speak of the idea of progress is 
not progress of， for example， a schoolboy in mathematics. What matters here 
is collective progress. We can examine the idea of progress of one person， for 
example， ofTurgot. The idea of progress cherished by Turgot is an individual 
represen 
Nevertheless， todiscuss the idea of progress as a problem of the study of time， 
we must somehow try to construct such a theory， though it is beyond my ab出-
ty and space allotted to me here to go further into this di血cultproblem. The 
sa血eproblem emerges， when the French historian Jacques Le Goff speaks of 
the Church's time and the merchants' time in Time， Work， and Culture in the 
Middle Ages. 5) 
The idea of progress is often thought to be a variation of the Christian 
linear time. According to my tentative c1assification， the idea of progress will 
be classified as the fifth type， namely， asa concept of time going upwards， 
which is characterized by etemal betterment. 
Of the eight types of time concepts 1 have tried to identify， type 5， contains 
the idea of progress and is most c10sely connected with human valuation. So 
we may assume that to this旬peof time con白pt，human consciousn凶sis c1ose-
ly attached， and that such consciousness is mostly historical. Thus it is of in-
terest to try a comparative survey of the idea of progress in Europe and Asia. 
Here 1 would like to discuss the characteristics of the idea of progress by 
treating it as a sort of historical time model. The idea of progress established it-
self after the victory of the “Modems" in the “Quarrel of the Ancients and 
Moderns" in France and England in the seventeenth century and also in the 
early eighteenth century. In this quarrel， Fontenelle is especially important as 
the proponent of the “Modems" and deserves， according to J. B. Bury， the 
honour of being “the first to formu1ate the idea of the progress of knowledge 
as a complete doctrine"6). Turgot and Condorcet are two representative 
thinkers of the idea of progress， both basing their arguments on the develop-
ment of history. In this connection it wi1 be of interest to trace the in:duence of 
the concept of Christian linear time on these ideologues， and to see whether， 
組 dif so to what extent， Christian linear time， which is symbolized by a 
definite line with a beginning， the Creation， and an end， the Final Judgment， 
was transformed into linear time going upwards with no eschatological end. 
Karl Lowith states in his work Meaning in History that a careful reading of 
the discussions in the “quarrel" shows that“their crucial problem was the bas-
ic antagonism between antiquity and Christianity， between reason and revela-
tion. "7) And Lowith says furthermore: 
And with the ful development of the modern idea of progress into a sort 
of religion， the assertion of the superiority of the moderns was openly ap-
plied to Christianity. Modernity became distinguished from c1asica1 anti・
quity as well as from Christianity. With Condorcet， Comte， and Proudon， 
the question of whether the moderns have advanced beyond Christianity is 
no longer serious; the problem is now how toreplace and supersede the cen-
tral doctrines and the social system of the ancient Christians. At the same 
time， they realized， though only dimly， that the progress of the modern 
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revolutionary age is not simply a consequence of its new knowlegde in 
natural science and history but that it is stil conditioned by the advance 
which Christianity has achieved over classical paganism. Hence the ambigu-
ous structure of their leading idea of progress， which is as Christian by deri-
vation as it is anti-Christian by implication and which is definitely foreign 
to the thought of the ancients.8) 
Lowith conc1udes after ana1yzing the idea of progress of Turgot， Condor-
cet， Comte， and Proudon， that the philosophy of history of the French Enlight-
enment，“far from having enlarged the theological pattern， has narrowed it 
down by secularizing divine providence into human prevision and progress. "9) 
Thus， Lowith suggests that the idea of progress in the Western world was a 
secularized version of the Christian concept of time， namely， a linear and es-
chatologica1 concept of time， indicated above as type 4. He seems not to have 
fully estimated the overwhelming importance of the “Scientific Revolution" 
achieved by Newton， Boyle， Huygens， and other Western scientists in the seven-
teenth century. It is almost certain that these great discoveries supported the 
conviction of the “Moderns" in that dispute. Even the meaning of the word 
“progress" changed from the original meaning of “progress through space" 
to“betterment" in the second half of the seventeenth century， asSamuel L. 
Macey， former president of the Internationa1 Society for the Study of Time， 
points out in his essay“Literary Image of Progress" .10) 
In the artic1e “The Idea of Progress in Recent Phi1osophies of History" ， 
Georg G. Iggers says as follows: 
Phi1osophy of history in the past few decades has undergone a profound 
crisis in methodology and in its conception of the meaning of history. 
Since the Enlightenment， historical thought has been marked by two 
generally accepted assumptions. First， that the history of man could be un-
derstood by an empirico四rationalmethod. Second， that the study of histo-
ry demonstrated the continuity of man's progressive development. For the 
past few decades both of these assumptions have been increasingly ques悶
tioned. 
These two assumptions， the idea of progress and the empirico・rational
method， whi1e not logically connected， have related origins in time. To be 
sure， the linear conception of history， a basic ∞mponent of the doctrine of 
progress， had its roots in Judeo・Chr勾tianmesssianic thought， which， in
contrast to Greek cyclical theories， saw al of human history as one tremen-
dous teleological drama. But the Christian conceptions of history， except 
perhaps in the case of the J oachites， could hardly be considered phi1osoph-
ic doctrines of progre唱sinsofar as within mundane history any qualitative 
development of sinful mankind was precluded. The idea of progress as well 
as the empirico・rationalapproach to history became dominant only with 
the secularization of the Western intellect in the seventeenth century and 
the rise of modern science. 
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Philosophies of history， while differing vast1y in their definitions of 
scope， nature， and end of progress， and of the way in which it comes 
about， have agreed that the passage of time was generally positively related 
to qualitative growth and that modern civilization was the highest point of 
human existence yet attained in a direct development which could be traced 
back by scientific means-never vigorously applied to be sure-to primitive 
man. As defined by the Enlightenment philosophers from the Quarrel of 
the Ancients and the Moderns in the late seventeenth century to Condor-
cet， the perfectibility of man was viewed as primarily intellectua1 in nature 
and the result of conscious intellectual rather than purely immanent social 
causation. An earthly utopia was possible， not as the inevitable outcome of 
historica1 forces， but as the conscious work of rational individuals who， be-
cause of man's increasing enlightenment， were able to base society on the 
foundations of natura11aw revealed by human reason. Romantic theorists， 
while rejecting the effectiveness of deliberate action derived from abstract 
principles， did not， except in a few extreme cases， reject the reality of 
progressive social change. Writers like Burke， Herder， orSavigny viewed 
socia1 change rather in terms of organic growth， the outcome of immanent 
causation. The intellect， instead of being the prime mover of the historical 
process， was merely one aspect of a tota1 society. Yet even if the proper 
unit of historica1 study became a society rather than the totality of 
mankind， the possibility of a continuity of human history as a meaningful 
whole was not necessarily denied， aswe see in Hegel.1!) 
In China， incontrast to Europe， type 6， namely the concept of linear time 
going downwards， characterized by perpetual worsening and retrogression， 
was deeply rooted especially among the intellectuals， aspropagated in the tradi-
tion of Confucianism. K'ang Yu・wei(1858-1927)， the political ideologue of 
the reform movement of 1898 with great knowledge of Confucian c1assics， 
tried to change the pessimistic interpretation of the works of Confucius. Ac-
cording to K'ang Yu・wei，Confucius is thought not to have taught a pessimistic 
view of history as ceaselessly deteriorating， but has rather taught an optimistic 
view of history as progressing into the future world of “Taべ'ung" (Great 
Unity). K'ang Yu・weiwas also influenced by the evolutionary theory of 
Charles Darwin. By such a reinterpretation of the works of Confucius， K'ang 
introduced the idea of progress into the Chinese intellectuals. His role is some-
what similar to that of Fontenelle. 
In Japan， the role of Fontenelle， and perhaps of Turgot and Condorcet， 
was played by Fukuzawa Yukichi (1834-1901)， the founder of Keio University 
in Tokyo. A British Japanologist， Basi1 H. Chamberlain， once called Fuku-
zawa“the intellectual father" of many leaders of Japan in the Meiji period 
(1868-1912).12) His autobiography， which was translated into English，13) is full 
of optimistic belief in progress. 1 should like to make a comparative survey of 
the two Eastern thinkers， K'ang and Fukuzawa， by discussing their views on 
history and the future world. 
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1. Confucian Concept of Time Reversed by K'ang Yu-wei 
Because K'ang Yu・wei'sideas are litle known outside China， 1will try to in-
troduce him by quoting a comparative study of the history of ideas in Japan 
and China by a Japanese philosopher， Tsuchida Kyoson， Contemporary 
Thought 01 Japan and China， published in London in 1927. Tsuchida says as 
follows: 
On reading Liang Ch'i Yuei's“History of Political Thoughts of the 
Early T'sing Dynasty" or Hu Shih's“Out1ines of History of Chinese 
Philosophy" we see the famous ancient philosophers being respectively in-
terpreted from the new contemporary viewpoint. If we turn to inquire 
which of the expositions of the ancient traditional philosophy requires 
reinterpretation， we shall find as first in time and importance that of Con-
fucius. The Chinese people regard him almost with religious passion， and 
always speak of him as “the teacher of al time." He has excercised great 
importance from antiquity down to the present on every custom， rite， lan-
guage， and literature， deeply tinging them al with his own thoughts.14) 
Tsuchida says further: 
K'ang You Wei is a thinker who has endeavoured to interpret Con-
fucianism in accordance with our own times and to seek in it some new 
meanings. He isone of the most eminent philosophers in modern China as 
well as a scholar in several branches of learning. But， asa leader， heis not 
adapted to the people of the Republic of China， but to the overthrown 
T'sing dynasty. Nevertheless， hisargument， with its far-sighted scheme for 
an ideal society， cannot be neglected. He took for his authority a passage 
in one of the ancient sages' books， namely， in“The Record of Rites" (Li 
Chi).15) 
In the fifth chapter of“The Record of Rites"， called “Li-yun" (Evolutions of 
Rites"， K'ang Yu・weibelieved that he found “the successive changes of the 
Three Ages of Confucius， and the real truth of his Great Way." 16) Fung 
Yu・langsays in his monumental work A History 01 Chinese Philosophy that 
K'ang Yu・weiseeks to correlate the Three Ages， asdescribed in the Chinese 
classic work Kung-yang Chuan (Kung-yang Commentary of Spring and Aル
tums Annals)， namely， the Age of Disorder， the Age of Approaching Peace， 
and the Age of Universal Peace (T'ai p'ing)， with the Small Tranquillity and 
Great Unity (Ta-t'ung) as described in the chapter “Evolutions of Rites" .17) In 
his commentary on the “ Evolutions of Rites"， K'ang Yu-剛明
Way of Confucius embraces the evolut川ionsof the Three Ages， Three Se-
quences， and Five Powers (i.e.， Elements). Love， righteousness， propriety， 
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wisdom， and good faith operates in (successive) cycles in response to the sea-
sons. The cycle of love (jenー Miyake)constitutes the Way of Great Unity; 
that of propriety constitutes the Way of Small Tranquillity" .18) 
The translator of Fung Yu・lang，Derk Bodde， makes an important com-
ment on this problem: 
In his eagerness to equate the statements in the KungづlangChuan and the 
Evo/utions 01 Rites， K'ang disregards the fact that the sequence in the form-
er work is evolutionary (Disorder， Approaching Peace， Universa1 Peace)， 
whereas that in the latter work is devolutionary (Great Unity degenerating 
into Sma1I Tranquillity).19) 
A Japanese researcher of Chinese social thought， Kojima Sukema， Profes-
sor of Kyoto University before the Second Wor1d War， also points out that the 
view of history in the Book 01 Rites is one of degeneration from Great Unity 
into Sma1l Tranquillity. 20) 
In the following passages we see how K'ang Yu・weitried to change the pes-
simistic view of history deeply rooted within Confucianism into the optimistic 
idea of progress by reinterpreting the Chinese classics. In his commentary on 
the Analects of Confucius， he says: 
The course of humanity a1ways progresses according to a fi.xed se-
quence. From the institution of the clan comes that of the tribe， followed 
by that of the nation. And from the nation the Great Unification comes to 
be formulated. (In the politica1 sphere)， from the individua1 man the祖国
stituting of triba1 chieftains gradually becomes established， from which the 
relationship between ruler and subject is gradua1Iy defined. The ruler-anι 
subject relationship gradually leads to constititionalism， and constitutional-
ism gradua11y leads to republicanism. (Likewi鴎 inthe social shere)， from 
the individua1 man the relationship between husband and wife gradua1Iy 
comes to exist， from which the relationship between father and son is grad目
ually defined. This father-and-son relationship leads to the loving of the en-
tire human race， which in turn leads gradua11y to the Great Unity， inwhich 
there is a reversion to individua1ity. 
Thus there is組 evolutionfrom Disorder to Approaching Peace， and 
from Approaching Peace to Universa1 Peace. This evolution proceeds grad-
ually in accordance with the changes which infiuence it. No matter in what 
country one looks， the process is the same. By observing the child， one can 
know the adult and old man; by observing the shoot， one can know (the 
future 紅白)when it becomes an町rn-span(in circumstances) and fina1Iy 
reaches to the sky. (In the same way) by observing the modifications and 
accretions of the three successive eras， Hsia， Shang， and Chou， one can 
through extention (know) the changes in a hundred generations to come. 
When Confucius prepared the Spring and Autum Anna/s， he extended 
it to embrace the Three Ages. During the Age of Disorder he considered his 
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own state (of Lu) as the center， treating the rest of the Chinese hegemony 
as something outside (his scheme). In the Age of Approaching Peace he 
considered the Chinese hegemony as the center， while treating the outlying 
barbarian tribes as something outside (his scheme). And in the Age of 
Universal Peace he considered everything， far or near， large or small， asif 
it w釘eone. In doing this he was applying the principles of evolution. 
ConfucIus himself was born in the Age of Disorder. But at the present 
time communications extend throughout the great earth， and Europe and 
America， through their vast changes， are evolving toward the Age of Ap-
proaching Peace. There will be a day when everything throughout the 
earth， large or small， far or near， wil be like one. There wil no longer be 
any nations， no racial distinctions， and customs wil be everywhere the 
same. With this uniformity wil come (the Age of) Universal Peace. Confu-
cius understood al this beforehand.21) 
With regard to the above-quoted passage by K'ang Yu・wei，Fung Yu-lan 
comments: 
K'ang Yu・weiwrites these words with reference to the passage in the 
Analects (1，23) in which Confucius says:“TheYin(iふ，Shang) perpetuat-
ed the civilization of the Hsia; its modifications and accretions can be 
known. The Chou perpetuated the civilization of the Yin， and its modifica・
tions and accretions can be known. Whatever others may succeed the 
Chou， their character， even a hundred generations hence， can be known.' ， 
In this statement， K'ang believes， lies a veiled reference to the theory of the 
Three Ages.22) 
In the voluminous work A Source Book in Chinese nおtory，translated and 
commented by Wing-Tsit Chan， Chan characterized K'ang's thought perti-
nent1y. Chan wrote: 
Like most Confucianists， K'ang Yu・wei(1858-1927) attempted to put 
Confucian teachings into paractice in government and society. But as no 
other Confucianist had ever done， he changed the traditional concepts of 
Confucius， ofthe Confucian Classics， and of certain fundamental Confuci-
an doctrines for the sake of reform . 
Whatever conservavatism he had， however， was more than offset by his 
novel concept of historical progress. The theory of three ages is not new. 
Tung Chung-shu (c.179-c.l04 B.C.)， for example， great leader of the 
Modern Script School who had a tremendous infl.uence on K'ang， had 
propounded it. But K'ang conceived history not as a cycle， asTung did， 
but as an evolution. The source of this idea is probably Western， but he in-
sisted on tracing it to Confucius. 
He set forth his theory of the Three Ages in his commentary on a pas-
sage in the Confucian Cl郵政， the Book 01 Rites， in which Confucius is 
said to have taught that history progresses from the Age of Chaos to that 
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of Sma1 Peace and finally to that of Great Unity. K'ang advocated this 
doctrine not so much as叩 echoof the new idea of progress as to provide a 
philosophical foundation for his political reforms. In the 1880's， when he 
was stil a young man， heplunged into reform movements. Together with 
other scholars， herepeatedly petitioned the emperor to reconstruct China. 
In 1898， he actually en単neeredthe dramatic Hundred Days Reform. In 
this reform he was convinced that though China was not ready for the Age 
of Great Unity， she had to enter upon an Age of Sma1 Peace. Edicts were 
issued in rapid order to reform the political， educational， economic， and 
military institutions， modeled after the West， only to be defeated by the 
conservative Empress Dowager and he had to fle for his Iife.23) 
K'ang Yu-wei's idea of progress is thus based on his unique interpretation 
of Confucian thought. In the Book 01 the Great Unity (Ta T'ung ShU)，24) he 
depicted the world to come of the Great Unity. As is often the case with ideas 
of progress， his idea of progress was imbued with strong utopianism. For Con-
fucius， utopia lay in the past. For K'ang Yu・wei，utopia lies in the future. He 
tried to change Confucian pessimism into utopian optimism. 
11. Fukuzawa YukichPs Idea of Progress 
Fukuzawa Yukichi was born into a small samurai family of the Nakatsu 
c1an in the province of Buzen on the island of Kyushu. In his autobiography he 
. wrote how eager he was to study the Chinese c1assics: 
1 changed from two or three different schools， but 1 studied most under 
the伺reof a master named Shiraishi. Under his guidance 1 made rapid 
progress， and in four or five years 1 had no di血ωltyin studying a good 
part of the Chinese clasics. 
Shiraishi Sensei (Master) placed special emphasis on the classics， and so 
we gave much of our time to the studies of Lun Yu (Analects)， Mencius， 
and a1 the other books of ancient sages. Especially as our master was fond 
of Shih Ching and Shu Ching， we often Iistened to his lectures on these 
books. Also Meng Ch'iu， Shih Shuo， Tso Chu姐， Chan Kuo Ts'e， Lao 
Tzu， and Chuang Tzu. As for historical books， we had Shih Chi， Ch'ien 
Hou Han Shu， Chin Shu， Wu Tai Shih， Yuan Ming Shih Lueh， etc. 
Of a1 the books 1 read at Shiraishi's school， Tso Chuan was my 
favorite. While most of the students gave it up after reading three or four 
volumes out of the fifteen， 1 read all-eleven times over-and memorized 
the most interesting passages.2S) 
After quoting the last paragraph of this passage from Fukuzawa's au-
tobiography， the Japanese philosopher Kosaka Masataka (1900-1969)， com-
ments about Fukuzawa's conversion from the Chinese learning to the Western 
lear凶ngin his intellectual history of Meiji Japan: 
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As an adult Fukuzawa became a zealous student of Western learning; he 
also traveled and came in contact with the reallife of the West. The difer-
ence between East and West made a deep impression upon him. More than 
anything else， Fukuzawa felt the overwhelming superiority of the West. He 
attempted to explain this gulf between Eastern and Western civi1zation 
historically. It was his feeling that were he just to succeed in c1arifying this 
one point， Japan would be in a better position to attain the high level 
reached by the West. 
Fukuzawa's historical outlook was based on the view of the history of 
civilization of Guizot and Buckle. In this view history advanced in three 
stages: from savagery to semi-civi1zed stage and to civilization. From 
savagery or nomadic hunting to early agriculture was one stage; the semi-
civilized stage was mainly an agricultural feudal stage; civilization was the 
progressive， scientific stage of modern society. In this view Africa was 
savage; Turkey， China and Japan were half-civilized; America and 
Western Europe were civilized. The pattern of progress for Japan should 
be to leave the half-civilized stage and attain the stage of civilization. It 
went without saying that J apan should “make Western civilization as its 
objective." If Japan was to progress， then it had to use the West as its 
model， since civilization in the West was almost by definition one of un-
limited progress.26) 
For Fukuzawa， progress for Japan and its goal was to modernize with 
Western civilization as its model. So he showed litle nostalgie for Chinese 
learning from which he made a complete about-face to Western learning. As 
regards his attitude to Asian countries， his slogan “Datsu-A" (De-Asianizing) 
is wel1-known. In his newspaper Jiji-Shimpo he published an article on 16 
March 1885 and wrote as follows: 
Japan does not have the time to wait for neighbouring countries to become 
educated and to develop Asia with them. Rather she should join the civi-
lized countries of the West in their actions . . . andtreat them (iふ Asian
countries) as the West would when she comes into contact with them.27) 
In his Autobiography， Fukuzawa himself wrote: 
From my own observations in both the Occidental and Oriental civiliza-
tions， 1 find that each has certain strong points and weak points bound up 
in its moral teaching and scientific theory. But when 1 examine which excels 
the other as to wealth， armament and general weIl-being， 1 have to put the 
Orient below the Occident. Granting that a nation's destiny depends upon 
the education of its people， there must be some fundamental difference in 
the education of the Western and Eastern peoples. 
In the education of the East， sooften saturated with Confucian teach-
ing， 1find two points lacking; that is to say. the lack of studies in“number 
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and re出on"(su-ri) in material culture， and the lack of independence 
(dokuritsu-shin) in the spiritual culture . . 2町
Concerning Chinese culture， he showed his open antagonism: 
It is not only that 1 hold litle regard for the Chinese teachings， but 1 
have even been endeavoring to drive its degenerate infiuences from my 
country. It is not unusual for scholars in Western learning and for inter幽
preters of languages to make this denouncement. But too often they lack 
the knowledge of Chinese which would make their attacks truly effective. 
But 1 know a good deal of Chinese， for 1 have given real effort to the study 
of it under a 抑制teacher.And 1 am familiar with most of the references 
made from histories， ethics， and poetry. Even the peculiarly subtle 
philosophy of Lao Tzu and Chuang Tzu， 1 have studied after hearing my 
teacher lecture on them. All of this experien偲 1owe to the gr伺.tscho1arof 
Nakatsu， Shiraishi. So， while 1 frequently pretend that 1 do not know 
much， 1 often take advantage of the more delicate points for attack both in 
my writings and speeaches. 1 realize 1 am a pretty disagreeable opponent of 
the Chinese scholarsー“aworm in the lion's body." 
The true reason of my opposing the Chinese culture with such a vigor is 
my belief that前 longas the old retrogressive doctrine of the Chinese 
school remains at al in our young men's minds， our country can never en-
t町 therank of civilized nations of the world. In my determ担ationto save 
our coming generation from this detrimental infiuence， 1 was prepared 
even to face， single-handed， the Chinese scholars of the coun位y(Japan) as 
a whole.29) 
IV. Soseki and Chaadayev 
Though Fukuzawa was an ardent supporter ofWesternization of Japan， he 
kept warning against superficial1y imitating the West. As early as 1876， he 
wrote: 
East and West have had different customs， and especially diflぽentsenti-
ments， for thousands of years. Even when their relative merits and de-
merits are cIear， ancient customs cannot suddenly be interchanged from 
one country to another. This is al the more true in things which are not yet 
cIearly known what they are. Our judgement for the acceptance or rejec-
tion of these customs can only be made after thier nature has been cIarified 
through countless considerations over the years. But nowadays the some-
what better educated reform-minded people， or those who are called 
‘teachers of enlightenment'， are constantly procIaiming the excellence of 
Western civiIization. When one of them holds forth， ten thousand others 
nod their heads in approval. From teachings about knowledge and morali幽
ty down to govemment， economics， and the minute details of daily life， 
there are none who do not propose emulation of the Ways of the West. 
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Even those as yet les informed about the West seem to be entirely abandon-
ing the old in favor of the new. How superficial they are in uncritically be-
lieving things Western and doubting things Eastern.30) 
Natsume Kinnosuke (1867-1916)， most1y known by his pen name Natsume 
Soseki， orsimply Soseki， was one of the most representative intellectuals in the 
years after Japan's Restoration in 1868. He studied English literature and 
made a research stay in London in the years 1900-1902. After resigning from 
Tokyo Imperial University， he became known as a novelist. He also poured 
much effort for elaborating the manuscript of his speeches. In his speech deli-
vered in 1911，“Civi1zation of Modern Japan" (Gendai Nihon no kaika)， 
Soseki expressed his deep concern over the superficial modernization of Japan. 
Minamoto Ryoen， Professor Emeritus of Tohoku University in Sendai and 
Former Professor of Internationa1 Christian University in Tokyo， discussed 
about this essay in the intellectual history of Meiji Japan edited by Kosaka 
Masaaki， inthe fol1owing way: 
This essay， which first appeared as a lecture， begins with a statement con-
cerning general civilization (kaika). Civilization， asstated previously， isa 
product of the blending of the economizing of passive life forces produced 
by the stimulus of duty and obligation (discoveries， machine power) and 
the expenditure of active life forces (pleasure seeking). lf we ask who was 
happier， the men of the previous ages or modern civilized men， we must 
conc1ude that in terms of sheer agony of existence the modern civilized 
man suffers more by far. Formerly the struggle was one over simple sur-
vival. In a period of civilization the struggle has moved to a les elemental 
shere and is now concerned with things as having to rack one's brains over 
whether to live under Condition A or Condition B. In the period when 
elemental question， life or death， was primary， human carvings were 
extremely small. In the age of civilization， however， even such petty ques同
tions as whether to change from jinrikishas to automobiles arise with a 
certain amount of authority and invite disturbances. It is just as if a low 
pressure area had suddenly appeared within civlization (bunmei); each area 
is thrown out of proportion and until equilibrium is once again restored un-
rest is unavoidable. 
Our lives in this kind of a period of civilization cannot but be subject to 
the onslaughts of anxiety and suffering. However， because the civilization 
in the West-what Soseki called “general civilization (ippan no kaika)"-
is an internal (naihatsu・teki)development and the civilization in J apan is 
externally derived (gaihatsu・teki)，Japan perforce， must suffer twofold ago-
nies. It is Japan's fate that its civilization， which must be transformed into 
an internal one if it is not to be false， must remain an externally developed 
one . . 31)
Minamoto wrote further: 
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Soseki compared the extreme avidity with which the Japanese aban-
doned themselves to these developmental processes to a man spirited away 
by a goblin. In the West when there is a transition from intellectual tenden-
cy A to intellectual tendency B， for example， it stems from some internal 
need. This means that in the West movement to B takes place after the 
good and bad points of A have been thoroughly位periencedand，担 a
sense， itssweetness and bitterness savoured.“In Japan， which is under the 
sway of modern civilization. a feeling of hesitation aris伺 becausethe 
Japanese fl田llikehangers幽onwithin the new and old currents bursting in 
on them from the West." This rapid transsition from A to B， with no 
breathing spell in between， is like sampling dishes at a banquet and， before 
being able to feast on these dishes， tohave them suddenly withdrawn and 
replaced by an entirely new cuisine.32) 
Soseki said in this lecture: 
The Japanese are under the influence of this kind of civilization， and 
must， consequently， experience f，田lingsof emptiness somewhere along the 
line. And at someplace or other they must fel a sense of anxiety and dis-
satisfaction. It is not at al good that there are some who proud1y take on 
airs as if the civilization in Japan had developed internally， from Japan's 
own resources. There is extreme snobbishness in this. No， itis not at a11 
good. It is both a sham and a deceit.33) 
The word civilization corresponds to Soseki's word “kaika". Usually his 
word “kaika" is translated as enlightenment， but it is not to be confused with 
Enlightenment in eighteen century's France.34)To avoid this confusion， 1 trans-
late it in this essay as civilization. Soseki's use of the word “kaika" seems to 
have a nuance of movement into the stage of cici1zation. It may also be trans-
lated as civilizing. 
The late professsor Yamamoto Shin (1913-1980) of Kanagawa University 
found some similarity between Soseki's lecture discussed above and the 
Philosophical Letters of the Russian thinker Peter Yakoblevich Chaadayev. 
Both criticized superficial Westernization. Soseki criticized WesternizatioD in 
Japan siDce the RestoratioD and Chaadayev Westernization in Russia siDce 
Peter the Great. Both had a bitter experience of rapid姐 dsuperficial Westerni-
zation common in both nOD-Western countries such as Japan and Russia.均
Describing Chaadayev's biography， V. V. Zenkovsky points out the impor-
tance of Chaadayev's Philosophical Letters in the fol1owing way: 
P. Ya. Chaadayev (1794-1856) had always attracted wide attention on 
the part of historians of Russian thought. In this respect he had been lucki-
er than anyone else. It is true that the interest in Chaadayev has usually 
been connected with only one aspect of his町eativeactivity-his scepticism 
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toward Russia， asexpressed in the single ‘philosophicalletter' which was 
published during his lifetime. The tumult which arose around Chaadayev 
when this leter appeared in print (1836) was quite extraordinary. The jour-
nal which had published his leter was immediately suspended; Chaadayev 
himself was officially declared insane and subjected to compuIsory medical 
supervision， which lasted about a year. Chaadayev's unusual fate and his 
generally remarkable personality gave rise to legends about him even dur-
ing his lifetime. Herzen included Chaadayev among the ‘revolutionaries' ， 
though without any reason; others have more than once considered him a 
convert to Catholicism. For some， Chaadayev is the outstanding represen-
tative ofthe libera:lism ofthe 1830's and '40's; for others he is a mystic. Un-
til very recent times not al of his ‘philosophicalletters' were known; in 
1935 five previously unknown leters appeared， which reveal for the first 
time Chaadayev's religio・philosophicviews (Literaturnoye nasledstvo 
[Literary Heritage] Vols. 22-4， Moscow). In any event， we now possess 
sufficient material for re-establishing Chaadayev's system. 
Let us turn first to his biography. 
Peter Yakovlevich Chaadayev was born in 1794. Having lost his par-
ents at an early age， heand his brother Michael remained in the care of his 
aunt， Princess A. M. Shcherbatova (daughter of the eighteenth-century 
historian and writer whom we have already met)， who， together with her 
brother， Prince Shcherbatov， gave both boys a thorough education. In 
1809 Chaadayev entered Moscow University. In 1812 he entered military 
service and took part in Napoleonic War. In 1816 he met Pushkin-who 
was stil a Lyceum student-and remained one of his closest friends until 
the end of Pushkin's life. Chaadayev developed very rapidly; at an early 
age he displayed a firm and direct character and an extraordinary sense of 
his own dignity. Early in 1821 Chaadayev gave up military service; several 
legendary stories exist concerning this episode， the real basis of which has 
not yet been made completely clear. In the years before 1823 Chaadayev un-
derwent his first spiritual crisis-in a religious direction. He had already 
read a great deal， and at this time he was carried away by mystical litera-
ture. Jung-Stilling's works had a particular influence on him. As a result of 
his extraordinary spiritual intensity his health broke down and he had t 
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N. I. Nadezhdin， an enterprising journalist and former editor of the maga-
zine Telescop， printed one of the leters. This was in 1836; the leter was 
not printed on Chaadayev's initiative， but with his consent. It created an 
impression like an exploding bomb. Chaadayev's harsh， relentless judg・
ments of Russia and the dark pessimism of his appraisal of her historical 
fate asto凶shedeveryone. Although the leter had been passed from hand 
to hand for a long time， it had created no such reaction; but its appearance 
in print was like a ‘shot ringing out in a dark night' (Herzen). A small 
group of radical young menー likeHerzen-was inspired by the audacity of 
Chaadayev's charges， thrilled by their force and majestic menace; but the 
immense mass of Russian society took the leters differently. Even the liber-
al circ1es were shocked， and in the conservative circ1es there was extreme in-
dignation. The government， aswe have a1ready noted， immediately sus-
pended the journal， banished the editor from Moscow， and dismissed the 
censor. Chaadayev himself， ashe later said，‘got off cheaply'; he was ofi-
cialy declared insane. A doctor came to examine him every day. He was 
considered under house訂rest，and permitted to take a walk only once a 
day. Within a year and a half， alof these repressive measures were re-
moved-on condition that he ‘should not venture to write anything'. 
Chaadayev remained in Moscow to the end of his life， taking a most active 
part in al the ideologica1 meetings which were convened by the most 
remarkable men of the time (Khomyakov， Herzen， K.Aksakov， Samarin， 
Granovski， etalふ3め
V. Concluding Remar匙s
1 have discussed the idea of progress developed by two outstanding intellec-
tuals of China and Japan， K'ang Yu・weiand Fukuzawa Yukichi. Because Con-
fucianism was very deeply rooted among Chinese intellectuals， K'ang Yu-wei 
tried to develop the idea of progress through re-interpreting Confucian c1as-
sics. And because Confucianism was not so deeply rooted among Japanese in-
tellectuals as in China， Fukuzawa tried to import Western learning and technol-
ogy to promote Japan's Westernization， thereby opposing the infl.uence of 
Chinese cu1ture in J apan. 
K'ang Ylトwei'sexample shows that， though China was slow in importing 
Western learning and technology， Chinese intellectua1s succeeded to keep their 
cultural identity based on the Confucian tradition. In other non-Western coun-
tries such as Japan and Russia， the intellectuals fe1t that they were menaced by 
the threat of losing their cultural identity. In Russia， Chaadayev's Philosophi-
cal Letters opened the way for the burning dispute about the identity of Rus-
sia. After the publication of his First Letter in The Telescope in 1836， the dis-
pute of the Russian intellectuals between the Slavophi1es and the Westerners be-
gan.37) It was a dispute in search for their cu1tura1 identity. Soseki was haunted 
by a simi1ar problem. 
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Various concepts of time are developed in various areas of the world. In 
this report， 1 confined myself to considering how the idea of progress cor-
responding to the type 5 of eternal betterment was developed in the Western 
world and in the non-Western world by taking as examples the Quarrel of the 
Ancients and Moderns in seventeenth century France， the re同interpretationof 
Confucian classics by K'ang Yu-wei in nineteenth and early twentieth century 
China， the promotion of Westernization by Fukuzawa Yukichi in nineteenth 
and early twentieth century Japan， and also the pessimistic views over Wester-
nization of Soseki in J apan and Chaadayev in Russia. 
It is surely of much interest to consider how each of these eight types of con-
cepts of time correspond to various cu1tura1 areas and historical epochs， respec-
tively. 1 hope that 1 wi1 be able to extend my study of the concepts of time to 
various areas and historical epochs， indays to come. It wi1 be a comparative 
study of historical consciousness in relation to the concepts of time. Of impor-
tance wi1l be to include both Western and non-Western cutural areas for con-
sideration. 
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